
HOLISTIKA Station 1101
Designed for police units and other institutions that carry out daily 
biometric / fingerprint and palmprint registration and operational 
verification of detainees, suspects and other categories of 
persons. Also designed for intensive use.

HOLISTIKA Station F
HOLISTIKA Station F is a multi-functional biometric photography 
station. The station consists of a photography stand, LED lamps 
placed at the bottom and the top of the unit to create ideal lighting 
conditions, and a metal measuring stand that is designed to 
measure any height between 110 and 180 centimeters. Moreover, 
this product was created from scratch according to customer 
requests and demands. HOLISTIKA Station F is the only market 
available device which merges fingerprints and photos at the 
same enrollment record.

HOLISTIKA Station 4421
Different than HOLISTIKA Station 1101, it uses Papilon LS 4421 
for 4 fingerprinting instead of palmprint. 
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USER EXPERIENCE

The Workstation is designed with the goal of saving space 
and protecting the equipment inside the hard case that 
operates so much function. The workstation is not vulne-
rable to any risk of damage that may come from the 
environment or the circumstances of transportation. 
Thanks to the design, the workstation can be operated and 
easily portable with its including like computer, printer, 
power source, and scanner. Integrated finger and palm 
print devices are located upside of the kiosk, and LCD 
screen – whereas digital photos locate inside the cover. So 
that, users can easily check out the displays that the 
Workstation offer. An extendable table locates on the left 
side of the hard case. Hard case covered by powder enamel 
to gain protection from scratches and damages. 

Law enforcement needs to reach information more quickly and safely day by 
day. And so, local and interregional automatic fingerprint and palm print 
record terminals (APFIS) have to be reachable by this law enforcement even 
if they are far away from a crime scene. In that case, technology and enginee-
ring come to help. 

One of the solutions is PAPILON’s multifunctional LS workstation MFS-1101, 
which includes PAPILON 1101 fingerprint–palm print scanner, and also useful 
peripherals. 

MFS 1101
Multifunctional Ls Workstation

LS 1101, which is using inside of MFS-1101 is approved by FBI.

DUPLICATE RECORD CHECK

Like other mobile offerings in our portfeuil-
le, MFS-1101 is linked to Papilon APFIS, our 
central biometric data enrollment, and 
management system. Thus, when an opera-
tor tries to enroll prints that are already 
retained in the system, the MFS-1101 inter-
face displays a warning informing the 
operator of the existing records. Likewise, 
when the operator tries to enroll the same 
finger more than once, the system displays 
a warning message to prevent repetitive 
printing. The system does automatic order, 
quality, and record checks to keep the data-
base as tidy and authentic as possible to 
ensure high match precision.
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Papilon products are the first and only Turkish products approved by FBI.HOLISTIKA Stations


